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The  7/7  paper  trail  has  led  me  in  many  different  directions.   From  the  results  of  J7  FOIA
requests to court documents from PACER to the vast range of materials made available at
the inquests into the 52 deaths, I have tried to see that no document goes unread.  There
are  many  pieces  of  paper  that  show  that  contradict  the  official  story,  but  only  some  that
categorically prove it is untrue. 

The official story comprises three reports:

1) The Home Office narrative account of events

2)  The  1st  Intelligence  and  Security  Committee  report,  released  in  tandem  with  the
narrative account

3) The 2nd Intelligence and Security Committee report, released three years later in May
2009, in particular its narrative timeline of events

The  following  7  documents  show  that  key  claims  of  the  official  story  presented  in  these
three reports simply cannot be true.  Collectively and cumulatively they show that the
overall official story likewise simply cannot be true. 

Document 1:  The Home Office Amendment to the narrative account

In the original Home Office narrative it claims that the alleged bombers got on the 7:40 train
from Luton station to Kings’ Cross Thameslink station in London.  At that point, it  had
already been established that the 7:40 train did not run that day, leading to considerable
criticism of the Home Office.  In August 2007, over two years after the bombings and over a
year after this fundamental untruth had been pointed out to the authorities, they published
an amendment to the official narrative.  It changed two paragraphs in the original narrative. 

The  links  to  both  the  Home  Office  webpage  and  the  pdf  file  now  come  up  as  not  found.  
Because a new version of the narrative has not been published, we are presented with an
Orwellian  paradox.   If  anyone  looks  for  the  official  story  today,  they  will  find  the  original
narrative with the incorrect train time.  Even if they know about the time being wrong, they
might never find the amendment that proves beyond any doubt that the official story in the
Home Office report is incorrect. 

You can download the narrative amendment here, (onsite backup here) though despite
being a single page it comes in at a whopping 2.45 MB.  This can only be part of a deliberate
attempt  to  discourage  people  from  finding  it  and  sharing  it.   There’s  literally  no  other
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explanation for why you would make a single page text-only PDF have such a large filesize. 
By comparison, the Home Office narrative PDF file, which is 60 pages and includes graphics,
is only 584KB. 

Document 2:  Sidique Khan’s resignation letter

Towards the end of 2004, supposed 7/7 ringleader Mohammed Sidique Khan resigned from
his job as a teaching assistant at Hillside Primary School in Leeds.  He then travelled to
Pakistan for around three months,  returning in February 2005.  The Home Office narrative
refers to ‘Khan and Tanweers visit to Pakistan from 19 November 2004 to 8 February 2005’. 
The  ISC’s  first  report  says,  ‘Siddeque  Khan  travelled  to  Pakistan  in  2003  and  spent  time
there with Shazad Tanweer from November 2004 to February 2005’.  Their second report
does not give any dates at all. 

So, the Home Office claim that Khan left for Pakistan on November 19th 2004, and note:

(…)his increasingly poor attendance record. This culminated in a period of sick
leave from 20 September to 19 November 2004. The school administration had
reason to believe that the absences were not genuine and dismissed him. At
the same time, he had in any case, written tosay he would not be returning to
work.

There is a problem here – there is no evidence to support the idea that Khan went to
Pakistan as early as November 19th 2004, or that he was dismissed.  A response to a J7
FOIA request lists his absences from work including ’20 September 2004 – 30 November
2004  Sick  Leave’  and  ‘1  December  2004  –  7  December  2004  Unauthorised  absence
resulting in Mr Khan handing in his resignation on 7 December 2004.’ 

If he handed in his resignation in Leeds on December 7th then he couldn’t have been in
Pakistan since November 19th. Even if he had posted the letter before leaving, or left it with
someone else for them to hand in, that does not explain why the school did not receive it
until nearly three weeks later.

The letter itself has several sections redacted, including where the date would likely be.  The
attached ‘leaver’s form’ lists numerous possible reasons including dismissal for a contract
worker, which would be appropriate if Khan had been sacked.  Instead, the box that is ticked
is  ‘Resig,  Family  Commit’.   There are other  questions around Khan’s  work for  Hillside
Primary  School  that  are  detailed  here,  and  you  can  download  his  full  personnel
record here (PDF, 71.9MB).

However, the letter itself provides other significant details. 

You can download the letter and attached form here (PDF, 3.96MB).  It is clear that this
letter was written before Khan departed for Pakistan, but also that he intended to return
from whatever  he was doing there.   The notion that  he was going there to fight,  either  in
Kashmir in the Afghan border region, is not substantiated at all.  This whole story about
Khan and Tanweer travelling to training camps with the aim of fighting in the jihad, but then
changing their minds and coming back to Britain to carry out suicide attacks appears to be
total speculation.  Even the basic facts of the story, the whens and wheres, as presented by
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the Home Office and ISC, are wrong. 

Document 3:  MI5 Subscriber check on Sidique Khan’s mobile phone

The question of how much MI5 knew about the alleged bombers, and Sidique Khan in
particular, and when they knew it has been an issue of some dispute and discussion. 
According to the original ISC report:

In the comprehensive review of intelligence records that it  conducted, the
Security Service found that it had on record a telephone number which it was
only  possible  to  identify  after  the  attacks  as  belonging  to  Jermaine
Lindsay. They also had on record a telephone number registered to a Siddeque
Khan and details of contacts between that number and an individual who had
been  under  Security  Service  investigation  in  2003.  A  review  of  related
surveillance data showed that Siddeque Khan and Shazad Tanweer had been
among a group of men who had held meetings with others under Security
Service investigation in 2004.

That was in 2006.  Over time, more and more details became available.  We know know that
there the individual who was under investigation in 2003 was Mohammed Qayyum Khan,
known as ‘Q’.  He was apparently an Al Qaeda facilitator in the UK and the mastermind of
the ‘Fertiliser bomb plot’ based around Omar Khyam.  During the course of the Operation
Crevice investigation into Khyam, Q and others the security services came across Sidique
Khan on several occasions, in several different ways. 

The initial connection was said to be via phone calls to Q.  The second ISC report says:

13 July 2003

Data from a mobile phone associated with Mohammed Qayum KHAN shows a
number of calls with a telephone number MI5 had not seen before. Checks
reveal that the telephone number in question is registered to “Siddique KHAN”
of  49a  Bude  Road,  Leeds  (the  address  of  a  bookshop  selling  extremist
literature). MI5 cannot match the name “Siddique KHAN” with any in their
databases, and the contact is not investigated further since there is nothing to
suggest involvement in any terrorist-related activity.

The report goes on to detail further calls between these phones in July and August 2003. 
The problem is that the MI5 subscriber check on a mobile that turned up Sidique Khan as
the registered user was carried out in March 2003.  This is not only earlier in the year, but
before  Crevice  had  even  started,  if  we  go  by  the  timeline  presented  by  the  ISC.  
Though discussions at the inquestslargely muddied the waters instead of clearing them, it
has become abundantly clear that MI5 knew a lot more than they have ever admitted.  Once
again, the basic question of what happened and when is simply not a true account.

You can download the MI5 document detailing the subscriber check here (PDF, 100KB).  For
a  larger  discussion of  Operation Crevice,  which appears  to  have been a  sophisticated
entrapment operation, see the Mohammed Junaid Babar document collection. 

Document 4:  Email exchange between MI5 and West Yorkshire Police

Aside from the phone calls between a phone registered to Sidique Khan and Q (who was
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probably  working for  MI5),  the other  major  connection between Khan and the Crevice
suspects was through surveillance of  Omar Khyam.  Khyam and Khan met on several
occasions, and MI5 and Special Branch surveillance teams followed Khan, sometimes over
200 miles  up the M1 to  Leeds.   They took photographs of  the occupants  of  the car,
registration numbers, and noted addresses where they stopped. 

On February 2nd 2004 they followed Khan around as he met with Omar Khyam and others in
Crawley, near London.  They then watched and followed the car North, all the way to Leeds,
where they saw it drop off some of its occupants before finally stopping outside 10 Thornhill
Park Avenue.  This was the home address of Sidique Khan’s wife Hasina Patel,  though
whether Khan was living there at the time is not certain.  Nonetheless, Khan parked and
went inside the house on the evening of February 2nd 2004, and MI5 watched him do it. 

That  much is  not  disputed,  though of  course it  was not  mentioned in  the first  ISC report.  
The second one explains that:

16 February 2004

MI5 runs checks on the green Honda Civic (seen on 2 February), which is
shown  to  be  registered  to  a  Hasina  PATEL  at  10  Thornhill  Park  Avenue,
Dewsbury. MI5 ask West Yorkshire Police for any details they have on Hasina
PATEL in order to enable us to fully identify any potential associates of KHYAM.
There is no record of a written response to this request.

This claim, that West Yorkshire Police (WYP) simply didn’t bother to respond to this request
for information, is one of several attempts in Crevice and other related operations to put the
blame on WYP for the ‘intelligence failures’.  Much the same thing also happened with the
story aroundMartin McDaid, another probable security services agent who knew Sidique
Khan.  However, this was not the only story that MI5 told the ISC.  In another section of the
second ISC report it says:

MI5 asked West Yorkshire Police to check the name “Hasina PATEL” and the
address (10 Thornhill Park Avenue, Dewsbury) against their databases in order
“to enable us to fully identify any potential associates of KHYAM”. Nothing
significant was found and, with no evidence to justify further action, none was
taken.

So is there ‘no record of a written response’ or was there a response but ‘nothing significant
was found’?  But wait, just to make it even less clear, the ISC also reported that:

After the meeting on 2 February 2004, level 1 checks were carried out which
showed that the car was registered to a Hasina PATEL at 10 Thornhill Park
Avenue, Dewsbury. MI5 then asked West Yorkshire Police for any details they
had on a Hasina PATEL in order to enable us to fully identify any potential
associates of KHYAM. No information was discovered.

That makes it three different stories that MI5 told the ISC just about whether or not they got
a response from WYP about Hasina Patel and if they did, what the response said.  One story
is that there was no response; the second that the response contained ‘nothing significant’;
the third that the response contained ‘no information’.  So which is it?  As you might have
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expected,  WYP did respond,  with information about Hasina Patel  and the house at  10
Thornhill Park Avenue. 

Whether you consider this information significant or insignificant, yet again what is clear is
that the official story told by the ISC is not true.  Indeed, two versions of what MI5 told the
ISC, and the ISC told us, are not true.  MI5 claimed there was no response, but there was. 
They said no information was discovered, but some was.  The only point on which they
might be telling the truth is whether or not the information discovered was significant.  That
is  difficult  to  judge  since  so  much  of  the  information  is  redacted.   You  can  download  the
email exchange between MI5 and WYP about Hasina Patel here (PDF 55KB). 

Document 5:  Forensic links between the alleged bombers and the ‘bomb factory’

The physical, forensic science case against the alleged bombers is just as shoddy as that
presented  by  the  Home  Office,  the  ISC  and  MI5.   One  of  the  major  problems  is  that
the police investigating the crime appear to have simply assumed the guilt of the four men,
despite a distinct  of  forensic  evidence at  the most  critical  points  in  the story.   A full
examination will have to be reserved for later but one particularly important aspect is the
alleged bomb factory in Alexandra Grove, Leeds. 

This is where Khan, Tanweer, Hussain and Lindsay are supposed to have cooked up their
homemade peroxide and black pepper explosives.  All the official reports are unanimous on
this  point,  even though they  aren’t  even certain  that  the  explosions  were  caused by
peroxide-based explosives.  Go figure. 

At the inquests into the deaths of  the 52 the Metropolitan Police Service entered into
evidence displays of the ‘items of note’ found in the alleged bomb factory that were linked
to the alleged bombers by handwriting, fingerprints or DNA.  They found all sorts of items,
from saucepans to extension cables to scissors to lightbulbs to kitchen foil. 

So what’s the problem?  The problem is that all these mundane items could be connected to
the alleged bombers, but the most critical items could not. 

These plastic tubs supposedly contained the explosive mixture used in the 7/7 bombings,
though only one type of sludge actually had explosive properties when tested.  None of
these tubs, out of dozens, were linked to any of the alleged bombers by DNA or fingerprints. 
The sludge was not poisonous or particularly corrosive, so there is no reason for them to
have always worn gloves when handling it.  Without this critical bit of evidence, which
should exist if the official story is true, it is impossible to see how those four men used those
tubs of sludge to bomb London on 7/7.

The original exhibits were hi-res images but for the sake of convenience and for those with
low bandwidth I have put together both a lower quality and a high quality file containing all
four exhibits, one for each of the alleged bombers.  You can download the higher quality
version here(PDF, 8.09MB) and the lower quality version here (PDF 1.64MB).
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Document 6:  Metropolitan Police diagram of explosion on Liverpool St train

Returning to the Home Office narrative, it says:

Forensic evidence suggests that Tanweer was sitting towards the back of the
second carriage with the rucksack next to him on the floor. The blast killed 8
people, including Tanweer, with 171 injured.

The MPS produced diagrams for the inquests showing the carriages where the alleged
bombers  are  supposed  to  have  been,  and  the  locations  of  victims  and  survivors.  
Fundamentally,  these  diagrams  do  not  first  the  Home  Office  descriptions  of  events.   The
 Liverpool Street train is perhaps the clearest example. 

The alleged bomber, Shezad Tanweer, is shown in purple as person number 5.  As you can
see, he is stood up in a standing area, not seated.  The person sat where one witness
vaguely placed Tanweer is  number 3,  William Walsh,  who suffered minor injuries when he
broke through the window behind him to escape the carriage after the blast.  How did
William Walsh, and for that matter Greg Shannon (number 8), survive, while people further
away and shielded by other people such as Carrie Taylor (number 17) were killed? 

Perhaps  even more  perplexing,  the  Home Office says  that  171 people  were  injured  in  the
explosion.  The full version of the diagram shows that there were 43 people in this carriage,
including Tanweer (if he was actually there).  If the blast killed 8 of them, that leaves 35
injuries in the bombed carriage.  That leaves another 136 injuries on the rest of the train,
which is the equivalent of about another 3 whole carriage loads of people at the same rate
of occupancy.  How were that many people injured by one small backpack bomb? 

Fundamentally, this diagram does not show a realistic scenario, and contradicts the Home
Office  version.   You  can  download  a  full  hi-resolution  copy  of  this  diagram  here  (PDF,
3.34MB).

Document 7:  Extract from Sidique Khan’s Last Will and Final Testament

The narrative says that among the ‘key evidence indicating that these were co-ordinated
suicide attacks by these 4 men’ is a page of Sidique Khan’s will. It says:

There is a video statement by Khan, shown on the al Jazeera television network
on 1 September,  and, separately,  a last Will  and Testament indicating his
intention to martyr himself through a terrorist attack.

The video statement is of unknown provenance, and makes no clear references to suicide
bombings or martyrdom or terrorist attacks.  The will is not available in full, and despite the
Home Office citing it as key evidence, and numerous mainstream media reports on it, it was
denied to us for many years with a variety of excuses.  Perhaps the most ridiculous among
these is the idea that it would be an invasion of Khan’s privacy.  In this way, the state could
continue to accuse Khan of being responsible without releasing the evidence they cited in
support of that conclusion. 

http://www.investigatingtheterror.com/documents/files/MPS%20aldgate%20diagram.pdf
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The claim that he indicated his intent to martyr himself in his will is based on the inclusion of
a single word, ‘shaheed’.  This can be used by Muslims to refer to martyrdom, but it can also
mean to die as a good Muslim, and hence be accepted in paradise without having done
anything as dramatic as becoming a suicide bomber.  In context, it is clear that Khan was
not referring to killing himself:

This passage is addressed by Khan to his daughter, refers to changing her nappy and being
the first to feed her ice cream and get her eid presents.  The notion that this is somehow a
confession of suicidal and murderous intent is ridiculous, though curiously this document
has never appeared in the mainstream media, even though it is now partially available.  You
can download it for yourself here (PDF, 125KB).

Together, these seven documents are the smoking guns that prove that the official 7/7 story
cannot be true.  From the account of Khan’s motives, to the facts of how and why he left his
job to travel to Pakistan, to what connects the alleged bombers to the alleged bomb factory,
to how and where the explosions took place, to what MI5 knew and when, the state has not
told the truth at every turn.  Every fundamental part of the official 7/7 story is contradicted
by the very source material that should have been used to put that official story together. 

As we approach the 7th anniversary of these attacks we must use the evidence at our
disposal to show just how fundamentally and how broadly the state has lied about the
bombings.  While these documents do not prove government complicity in the attacks, they
make the question of their involvement ever more important.  We have the evidence now to
show how the cover-up and the lies are not just the lazy, partial response of a system trying
to hush up talk of incompetence, but are the response of systemic culture of deceit within
the state.  At its heart, the terror we must confront is the fact that if those four men did not
carry out the attacks then the real culprits are still out there. 
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